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Dear Readers,
To begin, thank you for reading this. We are so excited to be able to share
the work of our peers with you. This magazine is special; it contains not
only pieces from our normal submissions, but also work that was sent in
through our flash contest as well as our fall chapbook, which is normally
only published online. These pieces come to you in many different forms
and genres; we hope you find some pieces that resonate with you, excite
you, and make you think.
This is the last magazine that I (Whitney) will be a part of after three
years on Quiz & Quill. Thankfully Margo will continue on with leading
the magazine next year. It means the world to me that I was able to work
on this magazine for as long as I have. I’ve learned a lot these last few
years and helping lead this group with both Lucy in the fall and Margo
this spring will always be some of my fondest undergraduate memories.
We would also like to extend our gratitude to our amazing editorial
board and staff for helping us put this together. This magazine and organization would not be what it is without them. This semester has marked
some changes in staffing and positions, and everyone in the club took it
in stride. A special thanks to Harper Wood for taking up the reigns to design the magazine this semester. We would also like to extend our thanks
to our faculty advisor, Jeremy Llorence, who always has our backs, helps
us through rough seas, and makes the phone calls no one else wants to.
Ed board has grown a lot this last semester and seeing everyone grow
into their positions more is always great to see. With graduation comes
a changing of the guard, but we are so confidents that our staff will keep
the voices of Quiz and Quill strong. Our staff had both new and familiar
faces join us this semester and their help and contributions arealways
appreciated, especially when the semester can get so busy and chaotic.
We are eternally grateful to everyone who submits to our magazine as
well as picks it up, clicks the link, or listens in. The magazine is built
on the submissions of Otterbein students, and in times like these it is so
inspiring to have writers continue to submit their amazing pieces to our
magazine.
We hope you enjoy it,
Whitney Burton & Margo D’Agostino
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Tonight, I Thought About Cleveland Again
Madison Newman
and the haunted back room at the Museum of Art
with red wine walls lined with medieval paintings
of pale and empty-eyed subjects
staring out from their ancient wooden frame.
To love this city is to love its ghosts, to smile
when trash floats by like a belly-up fish in Lake Erie,
to flounder across slushy sidewalks, trying not to stumble
into the knee-deep snow specked with cinders
colored gray-black like ash tapped off the end of a cigarette.
This place guides you by your shaking mitten-wrapped hands,
makes frosted blue lips the newest trend
and just when you start to feel
like you’ll never be warm again, it heats you with fires
fueled by hundreds of Lebron jerseys burning in the streets–
to love this city is to pledge it your undying loyalty,
to chastise its traitors
yet to constantly be looking for your own way out.
Butt just when you think you’ve found your own way out,
the sidewalks turn into family
and you remember the first time you felt held.
The sunlight will catch the crystals in the chandelier hanging
over the Playhouse district just right,
and you’ll watch it disco-ball the pavement
or a song in your pocket will play
as you dance along the beach, all the way
to the lighthouse and back, a sherbet
sunset dripping down over the horizon
and you will realize this place feels like the way food tastes
when you know someone loves you.
To love this city is to want to scream
how much you want to leave it
from the top of the tallest skyscraper
only for the wind to whisk your voice away
and the clouds to claim
you didn’t mean it.
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Lunar Orbit
Allison Steele

A girl sat alone on the moon. It had been an eternity since she arrived, or maybe one
day she just appeared. It didn’t matter to her one way or the other, she just knew that she was
always alone.
She would stand there, with the chalk white dust beneath her bare feet, her soles long
calloused from the decades she had spent walking, and gaze at the planet a stone’s throw away.
The soothing blue wrapping around soft greens and desaturated yellows, and all of this was
cut by some white, wispy slashes that danced across its surface.
There were people down there. She knew this was true but didn’t quite know how.
It was a truth that had followed her into this miserable existence. There were people down
there and they were together. She was certain, then, that she, too, was not alone. She walked.
She walked across every square millimeter of the bright white rock she lived on. She yelled,
too. Her voice was so weak from disuse, but still she yelled. She yelled for years, most likely,
pausing after every echoing ‘Hello’ to see if there would be a reply.
Eventually, she started screaming. When words fail, it is all you have left.
When her voice gave out, she fell silent. Not a noise passed her lips for a millennium
while she watched the planet below. While the people she could never see sang and danced
and made merry. She stared at that blue planet for so long she was certain that some of that
color would be burned into her very being, but when she looked around, everything was still
chalk white. Colorless. She would have cried but she found out long ago that her tears too
quickly froze and cut sharp paths down her cheeks. Instead, she just continued to watch.
A girl can only stay so sad for so long, however. It forms a boulder in the stomach
and would weigh the whole moon down if left alone for too long. ‘If I sank, it would bring me
to that lovely planet below’ she would think to herself, ‘but that is not where I am meant to
be’ she would reply. In this pondering of the weight she carried, she wandered to her desolate
home. Her wandering became boring, as many things did if one does them for so long, and so,
she decided to spin, and hop, and skip. But then travelling in such quiet, when she moved so
energetically, did not seem quite right, and so, softly, scratchily, she began to hum. She found
joy in the movement, in the vibration from her throat, and so she decided to open her mouth. A
voice so disused does not a songbird make, but even a crow call can be beautiful.
A girl dances and sings on the moon. Her heart knows great sadness and her loneliness is unyielding, but she has the company of herself and her song.
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Sick
Adam Willis
Sick.
Twisted and sick.
Forgotten for a time, but yet recently remembered,
And remembered it was:
The sickness of a lost memory rising up once more.
A beast from under an endless ocean.
A Leviathan of untamable temperament,
Arising from out of the deep,
Begotten forever at the bottoms of the sea.
From the bowels of the earth, it ascends,
Claws thrashing, teeth mashing, wings darting, tides parting,
As this devil of damned dystrophy,
with its scales so sick and slippery,
Horns spun in spirals,
And teeth sharper than razors,
Withers away the soul of one whose soul was withered beyond unwithering.
From the planet’s roots, it comes slithering,
Craving, starving,
The desire of flesh in its mind.
Tail spinning as it winds,
Splashing, swirling, spinning, twirling, tottering, swinging, sploshing,
In the watery hells of the abyss.
Under waves, its wing does twist,
Claws do twitch,
Lips do flinch,
At the sight of a girl on the beach,
Searching for pretty additions, adding to her collection of shells,
Not knowing of the hells that dwell under the rainy tide.
For the beast there did eye,
The sight of a sickly, weak, innocent, meek, little girl.
The sea an endless gray,
Still, the body lay,
As the clouds above slew the sunny rays of warmth.
And as rain fell down into the sea,
And the waves began to roar,
The girl did gaze with horror,
Thunder cracking,
Lightning slashing,
Ocean waves crashing, splashing,
Bitter cold mashing, thrashing,
Against her pale and chilly skin.
In oceans deep within,
The bowels of the abyss rumbled untold,
As the tides started to unfold.
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Eternal storms consuming the winds of days gone past,
Forgotten until last,
Waves rushing to shore so fast.
The girl, so young and fair,
Rain dripping from her crimson hair,
Ruby and glistening like the sunset far from reach,
Shells dropping to her barren, cold feet,
At the sight of the vile beast,
The Leviathan,
The devil,
That did arise out of the abyss.
From within waves betwixt,
The endless void of black,
The ocean deep and dark,
A space of crushing emptiness,
Cracking ribs of light into splinters of bone-white,
Mirrored across the world foaming,
The sea misting and frothing,
Shattering into waves of anguish as the beast arose from its tired testimony.
Its body so starved and bony,
Its scales so sharp and stony,
For it hungered for the flesh of innocence.
With wings wider than the sky,
And teeth sharper than the bitter rain,
Pelting the little girl in pain,
The Leviathan let out a horrible, trembling, bloodcurdling, thunderous roar.
The sky became black as its wings blotted out the sun’s light.
The girl possessed with fright,
In horror, she tried to escape,
To flee and to run but to no avail,
For the beast’s neck was unmatched with its reach,
Stretched and towering,
Deep within its throat, it conjured a roar that shattered the Heavens,
Thundering across a thousand seas,
a thousand worlds,
the thousand roots of Yggdrasil.
Beyond the ghastly, ungodly, stretches of Jörmungandr’s throat.
Beyond the eternal, trivial devouring,
It’s serpentine neck towering,
An Ouroboros to swallow the world.
To devour this little girl, crying in the rain.
On the sands of the beaches of time,
Shells of memory scattered into the sea,
The cold tides splashing against her feet,
She screamed into the storming midnight:
“Mother! Father! Brother! Sister!”
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But none did come to aid,
For all were too afraid,
Of the beast that ascended,
Begotten by the devil,
From the bowels of the world.
Its eyes, a flaming hell.
The stench of a thousand rotting corpses she did smell.
Blood dripping and foaming at the mouth,
Of this beast of old,
Forgotten and untold.
She did weep so loudly in fear,
As the Leviathan reached its neck,
Its claws thrashing,
Its teeth mashing,
Its neck twitching,
Its lips flinching,
Its jaws biting,
And in the crack of lightning,
It did swallow up the girl...
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Owl
Ian Peloza
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Dystopian Eulogy
Kat West
On the occasion of his death it is my great honor to award Mr. James Wilson, or as he
may be better known to the rest of the world citizen #1408141989, the National Medal of Honor
and Recognition for Civilian Excellence. This award is given to those citizens who stand as a
shining example of outstanding and exceptional personal integrity and complete cooperation.
So, today at his memorial service let us look back and reflect on his life to see just what it was
that made him so wonderful.
Mr. Wilson was born sixty seven years ago in a much different and more perilous
world. He was raised by his mother and father, as was the standard in those days. He had a
brother who was born the year Mr. Wilson turned seven. Mr. Wilson had a peaceful family life,
his mother stayed at home, his father went to work. He and his brother stayed at home during
the early part of their childhood. It was then that Mr. Wilson began to show that he was a very
gifted child who took quite naturally to watching television. He faithfully watched his favorite
shows, begged his mother to buy him the products advertised, and our statisticians figure that
by the age of six he had contributed over $2,000 dollars to the toy industry alone.
On beginning school Mr. Wilson continued to stand out as a fast learner. His test
score put him in the “Gifted” category when he started kindergarten. Mr. Wilson’s entire academic career was an almost perfect one. His test scores were wonderful, he met all the deadlines, he got good grades, he asked no questions, and his teachers have told us that he wrote
papers that were well worded and entirely devoid of revolutionary ideas.
Upon graduating high school Mr. Wilson again tested in the top category of students
and was allowed to attend university. At university he continued to display the same dedication to his work. He was among the few students who were not expelled for showing radical or
unusual behavior such as asking questions, holding demonstrations, and starting debates. He
graduated after four years with a GPA of 4.0 and immediately entered the workforce.
Mr. Wilson was hired at an advertising agency and after only two years was promoted to a manager and then made a federal employee. He worked well for the state. He worked
all the required hours, but never worked over. He met all his deadlines, but never rushed anything. He did what he was told, and never, ever suggested anything else. He was content with
the standard salary and never asked for a pay raise or bonus. His colleagues and supervisors
testified that he was a diligent worker who kept his nose to the grindstone. And the propaganda materials he helped produce were proven to be 77% effective at influencing public opinion.
This is, as you know, a very high rate of success. This success was no doubt due, at least in part,
to the impressive impact of Mr. Wilson’s custom lettering.
In his personal life Mr. Wilson was an equally fine example of a good citizen. He was
married in his early thirties and never bothered the court system with filing a divorce even
though his wife’s absence today testifies to their strained relationship. Both he and his wife
were deemed Class A citizens and needed very little pressure to comply with orders and raise
the three children required of them. Both his sons are currently enrolled in school and as far
as we can tell are following nicely in their father’s footsteps. His daughter has caused a few
problems but that was no fault of Mr. Wilson. We have no doubt that these behaviors will be
corrected and that the apple will, ultimately, be nudged closer to the tree.
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Mr. Wilson was a model father. He did all he could to raise his children by working
the long hours necessary to provide for them and insisting they obey the rules. He supplied
them with all the frozen food and vitamins necessary for their healthy development and taught
them at an early age the importance of stimulating the economy through consumer purchases.
And of course, since he had a federal salary and a right thinking mind his children wanted for
nothing.
There were many less obvious traits that made Mr. Wilson a noteworthy citizen. He
had no criminal record, not even a parking ticket. His voting records show that he held no
extremist ideas and his opinions were guided by the position of the government and that of the
majority of the population. He bought all the products he was encouraged to buy and showed
very little resistance to advertising or propaganda. He took readily to the idea of continually
trading up for a larger car, better house, and newer electronics. His purchase records show he
read very few books, and none that were not approved and endorsed by the federal committees
and social authorities. From our surveillance records we find that he had very little idle time.
He was constantly working, shopping, attending family events, or driving between these activities.
The best thing Mr. Wilson did was work. He worked day in and day out and took
only thirty days off in his entire life, excluding of course the regularly provided holiday
shopping vacations. Even the day he died he showed up at work. When he was struck down
by a fatal heart attack, it was an awful loss. No one could argue that it was sudden, his health
records indicate high blood pressure and clogged arteries beyond what was expected at his age.
Even in death Mr. Wilson proved to be a most considerate and duty-bound citizen. He did not
live long enough to collect social security, he did not linger alive on a ventilator or in a nursing
home after he had outlived his usefulness. Mr. Wilson simply sat down at his desk, found he
was unable to work due to intense chest pain, and died before causing any disruption.
Today, of course, is a tragic day. It is a tragedy to society to have lost such a wonderfully useful and compliant citizen, but we are here to honor his memory. To that end I have
been sent to present him with his award and to offer his family our condolences. We are proud
that his family has chosen to honor his memory by allowing him to pass from this world in the
same way he lived in it, unobtrusively. Mr. Wilson’s final choice is the cremation he specified
in his required will. That will spare the expense of a funeral and headstone. He kindly chose to
leave one of our limited grave plots available for someone who may be more widely remembered.
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Push
Alexis Sheets
I could feel her breath on my neck like midnight dew on the grass. It was cold and
steady, a stream of air so thin not even a cloud formed in the dark frosty air. Yet I could feel her
there. She had a presence as any person, though as I turned my shoulder, I saw what I knew I
would; absolutely nothing.
She liked to play games with me. Like some fucked up version of peekaboo we would
play as kids, I would see her in glimpses. The tips of her auburn hair as she turned a corner, her
finger print drawn down the foggy bathroom window after I showered, her breath on my neck
in the lonely night. She always found a way to be with me, even now after three years of her
absence. She would have been twelve this August, as I was thirteen. Seeing her almost translucent figure, even for a second, she looked just as she was when she left, forever in the body of a
small nine year old.
There was no way to escape her. Not in this house. Where her feet had touched the
same floor boards as mine, her tiny body on the same sheets. In this bed, we both would sleep.
She snored softly, always facing the wall with her back toward my front facing shoulders, her
stuffed bunny clutched between her hands and chest. Sometimes she would shake and cry at
night from a dream, and her body would writhe closer to mine. Even in her sleep, she trusted
me fully to protect her from the world around us. I was her big sister. Her protector.
For the first few months, I would still wake up with strands of her auburn hair in
my mouth. It had been long, cut right above her hips, and frizzy at the ends. I would wake in
the early morning, with the sun just peeking through the tattered blinds. The dim rays would
shine off the long strands of hair like a hand lighter. It couldn’t be mine. My hair was short and
brown, unshining in the morning light. I had figured that I must have opened my mouth in my
sleep as I rolled over for the strands to catch on my wet tongue. It wasn’t until about a year and
a half after she left that I wondered how my tongue still caught her hair like a flytrap. I began
to search the bed and sheets nightly for her hair, as well as taking extra care to wash the sheets
multiple times a week. I would never find any hair on my hands, but I still continue to find her
hair on my tongue like remnants of yesterday’s dinner.
***
Lily loved to play hide and seek. She always insisted on hiding. I let her normally,
just to stop her from whining. I was her older sister, she would remind me, and that I had the
responsibility to find her because, as her older sister, I would always be there to find her if
she was lost. This logically worked out in my mind, and so I closed my eyes and counted. She
was never very good at the game. When she had been born, it was with a leg abnormality that
made it difficult for her to walk. She wore a straight leg brace all her life, so she walked slowly
and with a limp. This never stopped her from trying though. Naturally, when she walked, you
could hear the metallic thrum of her brace on the wood floors. I easily knew where she hid
because I could hear her moving as she found her hiding place.
Momma only allowed us to play hide and seek inside when it was cold. Otherwise,
we had to play outside so that Lily didn’t scratch up the floor. Momma never yelled at Lily
for scratching the floor. Instead, I was held responsible because I was older and I should have
known better than to let Lily play inside. The woods made for excellent hiding spots anyways.
Lily could never climb the trees, so we stuck mainly to the ground, along the creek bed or nestled behind bushes.
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Playing one night in the late summer, the heat scorched onto our backs like snakes on
the concrete, it was Lily’s turn to count. I quietly took off my muck boots and placed my feet in
the gushing creek water. The further I stepped, the deeper it got. The creek was deep down the
stream, but it was only a few feet deep beneath the waterfall. The water pushed me side to side
like a stick further towards the middle of the creek, but I continued to the waterfall. I wasn’t
worried about falling because I could swim. However, Lily struggled to swim without full
use of her leg. She wouldn’t get in the water this deep, and therefore, I knew I would win this
round. The waterfall was gorgeous, with brambles to either side of its peak. I looked up at the
edge, and walked underneath the shelter to hide. Lily never found me, and started crying, so I
eventually came back to claim my victory.
***
I clenched my eyes closed and pulled the worn quilt up to my shoulders. I shivered
still, even under the mounds of blankets on top of me. I tensed my arms and turned over,
hoping to sleep better turned towards the door. I knew, however, this would be futile. I had
spent many sleepless nights in the cold of the moon and the stars. Some say you can always feel
when someone is watching you, even while you sleep. I wonder if that is why my insomnia has
progressively gotten worse in the last three years.
I breathed deeply, feeling the soft rise and fall of my chest. I could hear the clicking
of the clock above me in time with the soft thumping of my heart. I wasn’t sure if I could feel
soft pressure on the opposite side of the bed, like her body was lying beside mine, or if my
nerves were getting to me. I gazed through half closed eyes at the worn floorboards. They still
had scrapes from when Lily would drag her braced leg across the floor. Momma would always
scorn me for letting Lily scratch up her damn floor as if it hadn’t already been coated in scuffs
before we moved into the house. Lily had a crutch, but rarely ever used it. But at least then,
Momma was talking at all. In my mind, I struggle to remember the sound of her voice. I haven’t
heard her say much of anything since Lily has been gone. For the first year or so, I would do
most anything to get something, anything, out of Momma. I would yell, bang pans in front of
her, break glass china, and nothing. She would say absolutely nothing. She would only look up
at me with dead glassed over eyes before turning over in bed, leaving me to fend for myself at
ten years old.
Momma always loved Lily best. It wasn’t hard to tell. Especially after Lily left, I could
do nothing to meet Momma’s standards of a good daughter. I looked like Papa and Momma
never hesitated to use that against me whenever she was angry. She’d tell me that I already
looked like the bastard sperm donor, I didn’t need to act like him too. I resented him for that,
though the few memories I have of him are overall pleasant. Lily and I never knew why he left.
All we knew was suddenly, he was gone. No goodbye, no goodnight kisses, nothing. Momma
said he probably left for another woman, but I never knew for sure. I was only three, and Lily
only two, so we hadn’t the ability to construct his reasons for leaving.
After Papa left, Lily became especially attached to her stuffed bunny. Bunny was once
pink with long fluffy ears and a small lace bow around its neck. After years of play and touch,
Bunny was thin and grey with its ears lying dead against each side of it’s head. When Momma
noticed that Lily was gone, the first thing she looked for was Bunny. She knew that Lily refused
to go anywhere without it, even at nine years old. It gave her hope when Bunny was nowhere
to be found.
***
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After an hour of looking on our own for Lily, Momma finally called the police. They
figured that Lily had just gotten lost in the wooded area behind our house in the rural part of
town. They feared that if they could not find her by nightfall, she would make a good snack for
the coyotes, so they began looking immediately. They searched for hours to no avail. I stayed
at home with Momma. She tried to keep back her tears for my sake. For now, she still had hope
that Lily had just gotten lost. Momma believed that by the end of the night we would all be
together again.
We talked with an officer about the last time we saw Lily. Momma had not seen her
all day, as she noticed Lily’s absence when she woke me up for breakfast. Meaning, I was the
last person to see Lily. The officer took me aside and began asking me about the last time I was
with her. His voice was soft and inviting, so I wasn’t scared or intimidated. He knelt down on
one knee to reach my height as I sat cross legged on the floor.
“When was the last time you saw your sister, Elizabeth?”
“It’s Lizzie.”
“Okay Lizzie, when did you last see your sister?”
“Well, Lily woke up early I think. She was playing with Bunny on the floor by the
bed. She was being really loud.”
“Okay, when did she leave the room?”
“I don’t know.”
“Were you playing together?”
“No. I was still trying to sleep. She was being too loud. So I told her to be quiet.”
“What happened next?” “I turned over and went back to sleep.”
“Do you remember what she was wearing?”
“She was still in her sleep shirt.”
“Alright, do you remember what color her sleep shirt was?”
“Kinda blue. It was one of Momma’s shirts.”
After searching all day, Momma started crying. She held me and pet my face, saying
she wished I was Lily. I don’t know if she ever knew how much that hurt to hear her say. Like
she wished it had been me instead of her. As the sun set, the officers came back to the house.
The officer who had talked to me before asked to talk to Momma and she told me to go to my
room. I left the room, but tip toed back to hear what the man was telling her. With my body
pressed against the opposite side of the wall, I heard the officers voice.
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“Ma’am, we’ve found no sign of her. We still have a few officers looking right now,
but we’re expecting a heavy rainfall tonight. In the dark and the rain, it would be hard to see or
hear her.” His voice was soft, but professional.
“So you’re just going to stop? That’s my baby out there!” Her voice trembled slightly.
“We know Ma’am. We will have officers in the woods at the break of dawn, as well as
some officers speaking to the few neighbors you have out here. Is there any reason to suspect
foul play?”
“No..” I could hear Momma sniffle, trying to hold back her tears. “No, everyone loves
Lily. The neighbors have always been quiet.”
“You have to understand Ma’am that we are still looking for your daughter, but we
have to consider that we could be looking for a body.”
“No! Don’t you even say that! She’s still out there!” Momma broke down into tears.
I clenched my eyes shut tightly, walking carefully back to my room so I made no
noise. Closing the door behind me, I sat on our bed. My bed. Crawling underneath the covers,
I laid down where Lily would sleep. I faced towards the wall, clutching my hands on the mattress below me. On the side, I traced my finger on the zipper of the bottom sheet, before I began
to cry. My body trembled as a wave of crippling loneliness washed over me.
The rain that night seemed endless. After crying myself to sleep, I woke to a soft tapping on the window. I closed my eyes and pulled the sheets above my head, praying that it was
just the rain. Or maybe a branch blown in the wind onto the window. But there were no trees
on this end of the trailer. I knew that. Lily was always terrified of storms. I used to tangle my
hands in her hair trying to sooth her to sleep when the rain was angry and relentless, her hands
clutching the rabbit in her hands with an iron grip. The bed seemed cold without her body next
to mine. After a few minutes of shaking beneath my covers, I peered to the window.
The tapping continued as my eyes scanned the inky blackness of night. I heard the
grumble of thunder before the shrieking crash of lightning. In the light of the lightning strike,
two small empty hands and ten finger tips shone through the window. Normally, rainy nights
would lull me to sleep like a lullaby. Now, I shake when I see a dark cloud falling in.
They found Lily’s body early the next morning. Our house stood at the top of a hill.
The land began to slope downwards from our trailer the farther towards the creek you went.
The creek overflowed and flooded onto the opposite side of the soft bank. When the officers
found her, she laid face up, her auburn hair muddy and lying in clumped strands slithered
around her tongue. She still wore her nightshirt, but it was in shreds. Her plump fingers were
still and freezing cold, the only color on her body being the splash of freckles across her cheeks
and the morning sun reflecting off the parts of her auburn hair not covered in mud. They never
found Bunny.
***
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I woke up with a start, gasping for air. I couldn’t breathe. I opened my mouth and
began to gag, trying desperately to suck in air to no avail. I sat up quickly and bent over the bed
before taking my pointer and middle fingers and pushing them into my mouth. My fingertips
could feel an object obstructing my throat. I opened my mouth as wide as I could, my face
turned pink with the lack of air as my chest began to concave. I placed my fingers on either side
of the object, and managed to catch a string. I pulled out the object, gasping my air. Breathing
heavily, I looked at the large hairball of long auburn hair.
That was it. I couldn’t do it anymore. Breathing heavily I threw my legs over the side
of the bed and onto the floor. I could feel the gentle scratches on the hardwood floor on the
soles of my feet. I stood before kneeling down on my knees. My hands pushed flat against the
mattress feeling for the seam. Eventually, my finger caught hold of the zipper. Once the seam
was opened, my fingers caught hold of a short piece of lace ribbon.
I felt the material with my hands, knowing what the fragile material once was. My
hands shook as I stood to put on my muck boots. In my long sleep shirt, I made my way outside. Walking down the slope of the woods, the moonlight shined through the shadows. I could
hear the gush of water flowing through the creek. Without a jacket or umbrella, my clothes
quickly became drenched with rainfall and my hair plastered against my forehead.
Once I reached the creek, I stepped into its waters. The current was strong. The
darkness of night mixed with the torrent of downpouring rain made seeing difficult. The water
pushed me side to side like a doll, continuously pulling me down to my knees. With increasing
difficulty each time, I would pick myself back up again. I was freezing and tired once I reached
the all too familiar cave below the peak of the waterfall.
Once onto the small island I fell to my knees. I pushed both of my hands into the
muddy bank and began to dig. I breathed heavily until my hands felt a small tuft of fur. I
pulled at it’s ears and lifted the ragged toy from the earth. With shaking hands, I tied the lace
ribbon around its neck where it belonged. Closing my eyes, I held Bunny in my hands; remembering the early morning Lily convinced me to go to the creek…
***
“Lizzie, give it back to me, it’s mine!”
“Shut up, just let me hold it. It’s just a stupid toy.”
“No Lizzie, give my Bunny back. It’s mine!”
“Shut up, Lily!”
“Give it back! Give it back!”
“I’ll give it back in a minute!”
“This is why Papa left and why Momma hates you! You’re so mean!”
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Before I could think, my hands were pushing on her shoulders roughly. Before blinking, she was tripping backwards. When her brace caught the rock, Lily was falling over the waterwall. I reached my hands out and cried before hearing the splash coincide with a sickening
thud.
Looking over the side of the waterfall, my eyes followed in horror as Lily’s body
floated down the stream face down, My eyes caught sight of a rock to the side of the creek bed.
While it was planted on the ground, it’s edge reached a foot into the water. It was coated in
blood. Besides my crying, I could hear nothing but the rush of creek water.
***
I took Bunny and placed it back into the newly dug hole, shoving wet soil over its
face. I sat down onto the muddy earth, feeling tears stream down my cheeks as the rain began
to subside. That night, I laid both of them to rest; Bunny and Lily. The creek was beautiful in
the nighttime. With the moonlight on the moving water, only the shadows of branches obstructed the light. With the final piece of Lily restored to its resting spot, I wished for my sister
to find peace. Even in death, she could not move on without Bunny.
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New Americans
Margo D’Agostino
“Do you ever miss the Old Country?”
I hear my father inquire of his own.
“I was a bit too young to remember,” my grandfather replies. “I don’t know more than a dozen
words in Italian anymore.”
Why? Because Americans speak English.
His parents uprooted their lives,
forfeited their identities, and prayed.
They prayed for the blessings of the American Dream,
the coveted title of Citizen.
My family lost its heritage in its Ellis Island assimilation,
exchanged “Giacomo” for “Joe”, forgot the mother tongue but
luckily remembered a few recipes.
They don’t remember much else.
I know they hung a photo of FDR on the mantle, next to the crucifixion of Christ,
until the tenement burned down
and the landlords left to start a new building, for other huddled masses
-too poor and hopeful and blinded by American promiseto see the cracks in the foundation,
and the fire hazards in the walls.
My father reaches for the remote, but I wish he wouldn’t.
The TV only has five channels
and my grandfather’s favorite spews hate.
Today is a tirade about
“those goddamn illegals”
as my grandfather calls them.
Stealing jobs that no one else will do,
like his own father’s work in the factory a century ago,
backbreaking and brutal for ten cents an hour,
before the machines cut off his hand.
“Aren’t you an immigrant too, Nonno?”
A curt: “We came here legally.”
He came when the tempest-tossed were still welcome
and “legal” doesn’t take two decades
if it happens at all.
The man who was once called
-a greasy guido- told
-Catholics need not applyhas forgotten the roots of his family tree
and how they became planted in American soil.
These aliens are different from his parents and his friends.
Their skin is tanned under a Latin sun
instead of in Sicily or Bari.
They travel on foot or in caravans
instead of a disease-ridden ship.
Seeking opportunity, fleeing persecution, hoping for a better life.
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The empathy of an immigrant,
lost in only a generation.
My grandfather gets up suddenly. It’s time for Mass.
We start our walk to St. Catherine’s, where my great grandfather
baptized my grandfather baptized my father
baptized me.
The church where I know
undocumented families sit in the pews beside us, and
share the same bread.
They pray to the same God
that America will be as good to their family
as it was to mine,
when we were new Americans.
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Worm Hole
Luis Garcia
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Hike
Niah
On rocky gravel
Weary travelers seek the beaten path
Far from the silky grass or velvety blooms
By foot, by wheel or hooves.
The same destination seeks to be found
Its route, all sloggy and muddy
For elongated shields of wood traps the rain
And yet, the same spontaneous approach remains.
Allure is its unpredictability
Danger is its muse
Calling for your senses
What is there to lose?
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The Skull
Adam Willis
My husband is a collector of strange things.
He’s an academic by nature, often drawn to curiosities, taking pride in displaying
them, like trophies on his shelves, at the corner of his desk, hanging above the bay window in
his study. Taxidermy pieces are scattered among the books on the shelves. Deer antlers are being used as coat racks. Pressed flowers make the naked walls a pasture. Lepidoptera fly in their
shadowboxes.
I find time to dust his study early in the day, often when he’s out of the house, at
some meeting, or teaching a lecture. They have become part of the house, part of the room, an
untamed ecosystem.
Glass eyes watch me, and I’m used to it.
I thought that it was unsettling at first, but as time goes on, the surroundings tend to
blend into one omnipresent organism. They become ordered, ordinary, uninteresting.
That was before, though.
I walk into my husband’s study.
I stop in the doorway.
Black sockets glare at me from the corner of his desk. Smooth bone, off-white, cortical,
a line of orange-yellow teeth. Empty, lifeless, brainless.
I jump when my husband touches my shoulder.
“Interesting, isn’t it?” he says. “Really completes the room, don’t you think?”
“Where did you get that?” I ask.
“I bought it from a traveling salesman in town, yesterday.” He walks over to the dead
thing, picking it up, cradling it, “I paid an excellent price for it. According to him, it belonged to
a South Asian woman—Vietnam, most likely.”
I’m not listening to his lecture.
I’m staring at the skull.
~~~
Days later, I go again to dust his study.
I dust the shadowbox of monarch butterflies, the bookshelves, the windows, the deer
heads, the hanging antlers, the taxidermy squirrel made to look like a living thing crawling up
a tree, the bird skulls, the jar of shark teeth, the scorpion trapped in amber, the pressed frame of
irises, the skeletal articulation of a house cat, the stuffed bird perched on the window still…
I leave the room soon after.
I don’t dust the skull.
~~~
Windows shake with the crackling of thunder. Rain pounds against the house, making it tremble. Winds howl.
I am sitting in the kitchen, clutching a candle, poking at the hearth with an iron rod.
Ashes fade into piles of inanimate snow as the coals around them die, my desperate attempts to
light the room failing horribly.
I hear a crash somewhere in the house. I jump, squeezing the wax, my body shaking.
It came from upstairs.
When I reach the study, the door is wide open. I peek through the doorway, and I
suddenly feel a tremendous chill. The bay window behind the desk has shattered. Rain pours
through the cracks, hitting the carpet, the shelves, the desk, and wallpaper.
Lightening sends an electric spasm throughout the room.
Thunder follows.
The skull is somehow sitting in the middle of the floor.
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~~~
“Strangest storm…” says my husband.
He’s inspecting the damage to his prized pieces of natural art.
“The winds must have put too much strain on the glass…”
“Dear…”
“Yes, love?”
The taxidermy pieces are soaked, ruined. Many frames had toppled off the walls,
shattering, spilling their contents. Moth specimens endure fractured wings. Dried flowers
snapped, crumbled during their fall. Many of the books were destroyed.
Yet, still, it was intact.
Watching with an empty, cruel stare.
“Nothing, dear…” is all I could say.
~~~
Next night.
Hear something strange coming from the study.
Open the door, shining my candle into the suffocating border of black.
Low whispering, words I don’t know.
Main thing is the skull is gone.
~~~
I checked again in the morning to make sure I wasn’t going insane.
The skull was still absent.
My husband is furious. He thinks that I am to blame for its disappearance. I try to tell
him I don’t know what happened to it, that I didn’t feel too good about it from the beginning.
He finds it easy to write me off as delusional, and he quits speaking to me.
Horrible thing is, he may be right.
~~~
Wake up in the middle of the night.
My room is pitch black. I light the candle beside my bed with a book of matches. Send
a deep, rich glow throughout the room.
Soon I regret doing so.
I see the skull floating in the corner.
~~~
Husband wakes up in the morning, well-rested. He dresses for work.
When he goes to leave, he considers his wife briefly, and finds his original reaction to
be unchivalrous. He opens her door to apologize.
There is a stream of crimson dripping from the bed, and something that looks like a
small, fleshy, hair-covered cantaloupe sitting in the corner.
Husband faints on sight.
There’s a different head sitting on his wife’s shoulders.
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Committed

Kat West

Trigger Warning: self-harm, hospitalization

So here I am sitting alone with no shoes, wearing a shirt that must have been left here
by a suicidal sumo wrestler, staring at a nurse filling out forms and waiting for dinner. She
wasn’t one of those perky, young, blonde nurses or hand-holding middle aged sympathetic
nurses either. They either work for private practice doctors or with battered women and premature babies. She was a mean, bitter psych ward nurse, with little beady eyes, a pointy little nose
and vicious face. I’m pretty sure she was venomous. Basically, she was a shrew. She shot me a
look of utter contempt and wrinkled her little snout before I glanced up at the clock.
The whole thing started over nine hours ago at my shrink’s office. I had a four o’clock
appointment and sometime during our session she decided I was a danger to myself and needed to be hospitalized. I’m not sure why, maybe it was the one hundred and forty-seven cuts on
my forearm bleeding through my jacket. I know that number. I counted them. Maybe it was
just the fact that I wanted to die. Whatever it was she was convinced I needed “more help than
she could give me.”
They sent me outside while she talked with my mother for... I don’t know how long.
It was a nice day, the sun was shining, the birds were singing, my arm was numb, and I had
bandages to pick at. Naturally, I sort of lost track of time. At some point I got into the car with
my mother and we drove around seemingly at random while she cried. I did not cry.
Eventually, we arrived at an anonymous looking medical institution and went inside.
The only thing I remember was the endless amount of time I spent in the lobby before a welldressed woman emerged from behind a desk and led me into another room.
The lobby was dull, but at least it had Newsweek. This was nothing more than an
interrogation room. Blank white walls, no ventilation, one table and two chairs. It was just
missing the bare bulb hanging from the ceiling. There was one motivational poster hanging in
front of me. Someone must have thought that the word “Perseverance” and a photograph of a
humpback whale breaching would be particularly comforting to the mentally ill. They thought
wrong. But I can’t speak for all crazy people; their mileage may vary. The only options I had
for entertainment were playing with a half empty tub of Legos or reading a copy of Spanish
language Cosmo. I only know enough Spanish to ask for a hospital or a bathroom. Legos were
the obvious choice.
The fact that I was working on one of those see-how-high-you-can-build-it towers
when he walked in probably colored the mousey looking bald man’s impression of me. By the
time he arrived I’d connected about half the Legos, but I had no way of telling time. I was fairly
certain flying cars were now the standard and everyone I had ever known and loved was dead.
He introduced himself and gave me some smarmy speech that was designed to make
me trust him. It was the good cop/bad cop thing on half the budget. This guy was pretty sure
I was stoned, pregnant, anorexic, and unable to get along with my parents. To be fair I was a
really thin teenager in a mental hospital— so points for trying I guess. I would come to learn
that pretty much all the counselors, nurses, doctors and cafeteria staff at the hospital had this
preconception about all their teen wards. Their training apparently consisted entirely of watching high school health class videos.
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Two hours later he had run out of annoying personal questions to ask me. These had
included, but had not been limited to:
“When did you last eat and how much?” (Lunch. A sandwich)
“Are you feeling suicidal now?” (I wasn’t but he was pushing me there)
“What do you do for fun?” (Nothing. I’m just trying to not die before I can vote)
And my personal favorite: “Do you think you look good in a bathing suit?” (No. But
that has no diagnostic relevance.)
At that point he leaned in close and adopted a patronizing tone normally used for
small children. He told me very seriously that I was “being involuntarily hospitalized.” Which
is the technical terminology for “we’re committing you to the loony bin you whack job.” Then,
he led me into another room where I was subjected to a battery of every painful, humiliating—
and time-consuming medical test in the book...except a pap smear.
After all that was done and every single minute detail recorded on a clip board the
shrew woman called in some other people and they talked among themselves for about five
minutes. This was done in the same room as me, mind you. But I was now a psychiatric patient,
so technically I was regarded as equivalent to furniture, only less functional.
When they finished I was informed that in their expert medical opinion they’d have
to take my shoes. Naturally, I felt entitled to know why. Their answer was: “Because they aren’t
tennis shoes.” Apparently there was some kind of ingenious and highly effective method of suicide by combat boots (without laces) that hadn’t yet occurred to me. I was not given an option
and my precious shoes were taken off to the mysterious and possibly nonexistent locker room.
When the nurse returned she looked at me and sighed with frustration.
“We’re going to have to take your shirt too.” Her logic was that it was too low cut and
someone might be turned into a raging sex maniac by the garish, unnatural, discolored cuts
healing on my chest. She told me, as nicely as anyone can, to step behind the screen and take off
my shirt.
I stepped back out and tossed her my shirt, she was stunned by the fact that I only
had a bra on. She must have expected that I would go behind that screen and pull a Clark
Kent—I’d rip off my shirt and emerge triumphantly in full body spandex ready to melt something with heat vision and save the day. She was thoroughly annoyed by the fact that I had
stepped back in only a bra, no matter how withering my glare, deeply disappointed that I was
not Super-Psycho.
Her solution to the topless, crazy girl problem was to return with a size five XL shirt.
She told me, comfortingly, “Somebody left this here a while ago.” Tip: never tell anyone they
are wearing random psych ward hand me downs, no matter how nicely you say it.
When I put the shirt on she walked me out into the hall and transferred custody of
me to a scrawny middle-aged, manager looking man who I later learned was Dr. Starr, or as I
affectionately dubbed him: Ringo. Ringo did not like this nickname. I did not care.
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I was paraded down a long complicated system of hallways with all the doors having to be
unlocked and relocked immediately behind us like you see in prison movies. But most movie
prisons have a nice gray-black color scheme that I actually find soothing in an industrial minimalist way. This place had fresh cream tiles and spring vomit green walls.
Finally we arrived at the juvenile psychiatric wing and I had my first encounter with the shrew
woman. She glared at me and busied herself with some large noisy piece of machinery that
seemed like a combination of a photo copier and a guillotine. She emerged from behind the
desk and scurried over to me. I was generously presented with my very own personalized
hospital bracelet complete with incoherent numbers and letters at the bottom.
When I asked her what they could do about getting me dinner she glared at me again (it
turns out that glaring was 75% of what this woman did) before she went back to the desk to
make a call. Not long after Ringo returned with a cafeteria try bearing an apple, some skim
milk, and a mayo-Wonder Bread-and-something soggy sandwich (it all tasted worse than it
sounds). During dinner I was treated to a five-page packet of rules, policies, and violations of
my inalienable rights. I was then given a two-page multiple choice test over the contents of the
packet all under the watchful eye of the desk nurse so I couldn’t cheat, or slit my wrists with
the staples.
Last, but not least, another frustratingly concerned counselor presented me with a notebook
and solemnly told me it was my journal for the time I was there and encouraged me to express
myself freely and openly. I was also given a typed up page of what I could and could not
express openly in terms of journal content. I got almost to my room before I turned around
and asked for something to write with. He gave me a ballpoint and I went to bed. During the
night I was woken up twice by a different nurse so she could ask me the same set of personal
non-mental health related questions about my sexuality, gender identity and grooming habits.
Shockingly, this was not conducive to a good night’s rest.
The next morning I found out the staff were really sticklers about that 6:00 a.m. wake up call.
I should have assumed this since I had read the packet and taken the quiz but it was still
unpleasant. The shrew from the desk was at my door bright and early banging on the frame.
Actually closing the door was taboo as per page one of the rules packet.
“Get up!” she said. “Make your bed. I need you to pee in this cup and we have to take your
blood.” She paused and glanced from my bleary eyed face to my journal on the nightstand.
“Also, you can’t have that pen.”
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Todd Got a Call
Whitney Burton
Todd got a call. He walked down the empty street to the pay phone that was ringing, he knew
it was for him. He answers, “Todd.”
“Hey honey, how are you?” It was his Mom with her usual delight.
“I’m fine, I’m just heading home now”
“How long has it been since we last talked?”
“I don’t know Mom, maybe a few days.”
“I don’t like when we don’t talk for so long, I don’t want you to forget about your mother.”
“I’m not going to forget you Mom.”
“That’s what your siblings said, now they’re all off living their best lives without ever thinking
of their dear old mother.”
“They didn’t forget you Mom, they’re dead.”
“Oh that’s right, how sad, you made your mother sad dear.”
“I’m sorry Mom.”
“It’s okay dear, I think I hear someone calling my name, I’ll talk to you later.” She hangs up the
phone.
He hangs up the phone and continues to walk home. He’s been working at this new restaurant
that one of his friends opened. Right now he just preps food but he finds it easy and somewhat
enjoyable. There haven’t been any large crowds yet which may be bad for business but Todd
prefers the lack of stress.
Almost to his house; he hears his cell phone ring. When he sees who it is he just puts it back in
his pocket, he doesn’t want to talk to them right now. Todd unlocks the front door and goes
into his apartment.
Todd lives alone besides his pet cat Umbry. He prefers the silence most of the time but finds
comfort in the buzz of other peoples voices. Nothing much goes on for Todd but this doesn’t
make him sad. He has friends and he cares about them but sometimes would rather just keep to
himself.
There’s a knock at the front door. “Hey it’s Sally, let me in!”
Todd takes Umbry off his lap and opens the door.
“Hey asshole, I tried calling you!”
“Sorry, what do you want?”
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“You would’ve known if you answered, I wanted to drop off some things Mom left for you and
talk about plans.”
“I don’t want them, you can keep them.”
“Hey come on now, you’ll want these eventually!”
“I said I don’t want them.”
“It’s all her quilts and stuff, are you sure?”
“I have enough blankets, I don’t need more.”
Sally sighs and sets down a few quilts on a chair by the front door. “I’m leaving them here,
you’ll want them to remember her.”
“She’s not going anywhere.”
“It will still be nice to have them, they’re pretty at least. It’s not like they’ll ruin the vibes of this
place, not that you have much going on.”
Todd does not decorate much, he has a few band posters around his place but besides a few
basics like chairs, tables, and a couch; there is not much going on thematically.
“Fine, I’ll find something to do with them. Is there anything else?”
“Yeah we have to talk about the funeral.”
“When and where do I have to be somewhere.”
“We’re having the reception at Holmes this Thursday at 5:00, you don’t need to be there but we
all would like you to.”
“I’ll call off work.”
“Jason is closing the restaurant that day, you don’t have to worry about that.”
“Lucky.”
“Jerk, he’s doing it for you. He wants to be there for you too.”
“Okay.”
“The service is Friday, and there’s something else…”
“I’m not giving the eulogy.”
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“What if we all did? We all stood up there and said something, you me and Mickey, you
wouldn’t be alone.”
“No, I’m not speaking at the funeral.”
“Please at least think about it.”
“Okay.”
“I’ll drop by tomorrow with Mickey if that’s okay.”
“Okay, I’ll see you then.”
Sally left and Todd sat back down in his living room, Umbry following shortly. Todd started
writing about his Mom. He spent the rest of the day writing until he went to sleep. Todd sits
down on his bed
“Hey Umbry.”
The cat looks at Todd, hoping for a treat.
“I’m going to speak at the funeral, I think that I have to.”
Umbry nuzzles her head against him.
“Maybe the calls will stop.”
“Mrroww!” Umbry replied.
Todd and Umbry go to sleep until the next day. Todd gets up and gets ready for work, on his
walk there the same pay phone rings but Todd just keeps walking. At work he has an average
day, nothing much comes up and he heads home where the same phone rings.
“Todd.”
“Hey honey! I missed you this morning.”
“Sorry, there’s a lot going on down here.”
“I don’t want you to forget about me.”
“I’m not Mom, I’ll never forget.”
“I hope so-”
“I’m going to stop answering your calls.”
“But why honey?”
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“You’re dead Mom, you died a few weeks ago.”
“No I didn’t silly, I’m still here.”
“I love you Mom, I’m not going to forget you.”
“What are you saying?”
“I’m saying goodbye Mom, I love you.” Todd hangs up the phone and heads home.
***
Todd, Sally, and Micky are at the front of the church where they grew up. All the people who
loved and cared about their Mom have filled the pews. Mickey and Sally had just given their
words for their Mom and it was Todd’s turn.
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Cockatiel

Ian Peloza
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How to Quiet A Dog (TW)
Makenzie McDonald

Trigger Warning: intense imagery and violence

The dog spoke in a slow, deep tone. He was waiting for me. I heard my neighbors taking about
something like this. When was it? Yesterday?
“They say when an animal speaks it means you’ve committed a sin so unholy it cannot be
repeated by human tongue. That’s when the devil comes up from that fiery lake and plays
puppeteer. Immoral creatures like those, locked out of both heaven and hell. Perfect for that old
demon to drive you insane with. Doesn’t matter what type of animal, he figures what the human won’t say the animal will explain. An old folktale I heard from some buddies down home.
I don’t believe in it much.”
Under the roof aged by years of water damage, the dog spoke to me. What it was I am not at
liberty to tell. I stood in the doorway and held my overdue tax files. The boss was on a tirade
today—he tried to fire me. The man doesn’t know how much I need the money; I’m holding
proof of in my hand. I heard screaming. I have blue eyes. I cannot tell you who was screaming.
I have the type of dusty blonde hair that I’ve been told drives a girl wild. He keeps yelling and
won’t shut up I’m worried that I may in fact lose my head. Damn, I really need that money.
This was the first time he had spoken to me in years. Back then, I was with the woman I loved.
She had a face that pricked me like a thorn but a body I submerged myself into. The woman
I loved was silent and kept promises. After my shirt was buttoned and my tie was fixed, she
would watch me from the window. My wife, however, did not like the woman I loved. Perhaps
that is why I now stand in this doorway with overdue tax files in my hand and an ache that is
pulling apart each nerve ending in my head. I took the dog in the divorce; we both hated my
wife anyway.
It was after he started coming home with bruises. Mangled fur that caked around his lithe face
and broken teeth that maggots would find deliverance in. His paws were crusted over with
mud constantly, it bubbled and blistered around infectious pus. Whether or not that was by his
own accord I will never know. His pink skin seared and pimpled where coarse fur was pulled
from the deepest root. I couldn’t help but hate him. What a rotten, ugly creature. A creature
who ceased to give me what I needed. So why then did he have to speak to me, a devout soul?
“This is the final hour”
I scoffed. Any light in the room was sucked into the black spirals where his eyes usually were.
Left over was merely a negative space we happen to both share in that fleeting moment.
Whatever it was he saw behind me I will never know—or perhaps I did. I knew where it was. It
was behind the door in the living room, an arrangement so beautiful it shone through the wood
as if touched by the holy angels themselves.
“Do you wish for it?”
I could not determine if his neck was twisting or if my head was spinning to the floor.
“…Yes.”
I have a bright smile. People trust me. I went to work today but I don’t remember who came
back with me. There was someone else here. It is behind the door but keeps pounding. The dog
is taller than me. His neck is broken, and his spine is out. I contemplate vomiting.
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“Then make your dreams come true.”
I stood outside. The fresh air felt good on my face. I had to escape from the monotonous
vibrations that came from that dog’s voice, it shook the house as if the very words were flies
that swarmed around filling every crevice like a pest. I wonder if he was looking at me when
it happened. Does he know who is clawing at the door? My dog keeps talking, no matter how
far I get I always hear. Did my boss hear him when he almost fired me? My boss has a family
at home. I’m scared to go near their house anymore, but my dog tells me I’m scared of hell. In
truth, I will never feel comfortable having no money. Maybe he should have understood that.
I should head back in.
“That is enough. It is time.”
The car moved quickly in front of me, I heard the sound only after it stopped. The woman was
in uniform, she must be on the job today. Maybe she got a call of a suspicious fellow? The dog
most likely scared the neighbors. I remind myself to purchase a sound-proof barrier for my
walls. Where was the dog? He could tell this lady to stop pushing me. He could talk in that
seeping voice and tell her that she only should take me away for a short time. I have responsibilities to get back to. Did my boss call her, saying I was a lousy excuse for a worker? No, he left
my phone in my car. Speak to the woman you mutt! Crawl on your knees and beg for forgiveness! Plead for me. I have done nothing wrong, right? But, then again, she probably wouldn’t
be able to understand his language. A man pulled up beside her. He did not focus his attention
on me, no not at all, as he could not divide his attention from the house. I bet the dog was staring at him too. More came and looked at the house until one by one they went in. I was driving
away now with the woman; she was gibbering, but I do not understand her language.
The dog was in fact watching them. The crowd that gathered stared back. It was like a scene
from a play: the audience and the actor. High up on his stage the dog made his presence, twisting and turning as if floating. He turned his head to face them, mouth quivering and foaming,
but no words came out. They were lodged in his throat, the collar pulled tight around his neck
closing each vowel. The more he twisted and spun the more disgust came from the crowd.
Why? He was perfect up there. A beautiful golden string hung from the closet begged the dog
to dance like he never had before—to fly, to swing, to suffocate. His show had only just begun,
but the man in uniform lowered him to the ground. I pity the end of that performance, wishing
I had seen the final act. I only hope they know his name, as much as it burns my throat to speak
it. The dog’s name was Tim Sleet, acting manager at Bluecore, Inc. He had three children: Anna,
Louise, and Richard, one graduated college this year. His wife’s name was Mary Sleet. I never
got to meet her.
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If These Walls Could Talk
Margo D’Agostino

There is a sound that lingers in old homes. It creaks with the floors and walls, and wails before
storms. It whispers, with that sweet perfume of antiquity, in another language. Not a forgotten
language, or a dead one: a language whose meaning transcends the vocabulary of understandable syllables and relies purely on the emotion—the motion—of the words. This language
differs from home to home. A Tudor speaks in aching wooden floors, as a Victorian whispers
through windows left open on the third story. The stonework of a Craftsman like morse code
for new generations to read. We have lived under the shingles and amongst the echoes long
enough to recognize them. The houses are silent until we learn to listen.
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To Eat or Not To Eat
Alexis Sheets

Trigger Warning: eating disorder

The struggle for validity in having issues with eating when you are neither small nor large have
created immense guilt in my life.
As a child, my limbs were too thin to fit my body. Like a young horse trying to walk just outside of the womb, my limbs were long and lanky, and my features too big for the prepubescent
body I was given. My arms like limp string cheese, my knees round peppermints knocking
together, and my shins cinnamon sticks. If you ate me, you would have been hungry for more.
What I was, who I was, what my physical self consisted of, was nothing more than a couple
rice cakes and a belly full of salt water; never enough to satisfy, but enough to get by. While I
felt awkward in my body, I was still shrouded by the innocence of childhood. There was a thin
honey glass wall between who I was and what society thought I should be. Looking through
rose colored glasses, the world didn’t seem as bad as it truly was.
At home, I ate for pleasure, not for hunger. But at nine, my high metabolism made it so I could
consume all I wanted without gaining a pound. I was young, and the way I looked was the
last thing on my mind. I could run to the fridge and grab whatever my heart desired without a
second thought. My thin body was full and happy; like King Candy with his round belly and
licorice cane sticks on the children’s candy land board games. I remember one birthday, my
parents said they would take me to any restaurant I wanted. I picked Ryans, my favorite all
you can eat buffet. I ate and ate to my heart’s content, my fingers greasy from fries and fried
chicken. My stomach was full and I was happy, proud even. I boasted to my family about how
I ate nine chicken legs, all in one
sitting, and one for every year I had lived. I remember being so proud of this robust accomplishment, like it was a golden olympic medal. If I had any school friends at the time, I would
have told them as well. Thinking back, I wonder where that naive and innocent child has gone
because I have not seen her for so many years. She must be so hungry by now.
The older I got, the more I began to hate my body. I had never loved my body, but the bread of
life was rising and rising, puberty was lagging behind, and I longed for a body different from
my own. I was so thin and felt so disjoined; my joints like candy beads on a sugar-saliva soaked
necklace chewed on for hours. I ate to feel happy and full, but at the same time, eating made
me feel guilty and disgusting. Even in my early adolescence, eating guilt consumes my every
waking moment, like some Shakesperian play, to eat or not to eat. In the 5th grade, I would lay
down to sleep at night and pray. I would pray for curves, to look like the woman my mother
was, to look like the woman my younger sister was becoming, and for my body to change. I
would have done anything in hopes that maybe the boys in my grade might look at me, or the
girls beside me in classes would talk to me, or for anyone to care enough to soothe the crippling
loneliness and depression I was feeling.
There had to be something in the mounds of fat and flesh on other girls that made others like
them. Breasts and thighs and stomachs, all signs of the womanly beauty I longed for. I thought
that it must have been my thin and awkward frame that kept others away, like a scarecrow
over a field of crops. There was nothing more I wanted than to be anyone besides myself,
because being myself had gotten me nowhere. Even now, my meals were full of want and guilt.
To eat or not to eat.
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By junior high, I was desperate. I would spend hours choosing my outfits meticulously, and
spend over an hour in the morning straightening my hair and putting on makeup. No one ever
noticed the efforts of my appearance besides me. I was praying for anyone to notice me. The
only comments I ever received from my peers were about my skinny body in which I felt so
conflicted because everyone said I was thin, but what I saw in the mirror was entirely different.
My Aunt and my sister would talk about their struggles with body weight, and when I would
chime in with my struggles, I was told that I could not possibly understand what it felt like to
hate your body because I was skinny. Skinny meant I was beautiful and whole. I was told that I
was stupid for complaining about the body they saw as perfect. I would tell my sister “Everyone says I’m skinny. I’m just trying to feel like I’m skinny too.”
My fingers would dance across my uvula. The bathroom door was unlocked. No one was going
to come in, and if they saw, no one would care. Coming up, I could taste the bile orange slices
and salt water. I would try to puke until my stomach felt as empty as my brain. My nostrils
burning, my eyes burning, my skin burning, stomach acid became the glue that held my body
together. I would cry and cry, my peppermint knees shaking on the bathroom floor, trying to
make out shapes in the shitty century old linoleum, wondering what I did to deserve to have
been born as the opposite of what the beauty standards happened to be.
Sometimes, I chew my food without the intention of swallowing it. The older I get, the more I
look at the pictures in my phone and cry because of who I see looking back at me. Now, as an
adult, I struggle to feel valid. After years of being on a lethal concoction of antidepressants and
birth control, my body is no longer reminiscent of my
gaunt adolescent frame. I have the curves I prayed for all those years ago, but they have not
given me the happiness I thought they would. I still struggle to love my body. I am no longer
skinny, but I am not fat. My body rests somewhere towards the middle of the spectrum. I struggle to identify as small or large and I struggle to find representation of my body type anywhere.
Speaking about my insecurities often falls on deaf ears because I do not rest on either side of the
size spectrum.
I’m so tired of feeling guilty for the body I had, and for the body I have. For years, I was told
that I was beautiful because I was skinny. I felt ugly and repulsive in the body I had, with
bones jutting out, and I feel just as repulsive now at a healthy 162 pounds. What is it about being skinny that seems to hold the key to happiness? It doesn’t seem to matter what else is going
on in your life. Your academic achievements, your leadership positions, your home run in last
week’s baseball game, all go down the drain when Karen from the field tells you “You look so
skinny!” Meaning that I looked beautiful. When did beautiful mean skinny? When is skinny
enough? When are you skinny enough? What is enough?
I don’t think the voice in my head will ever be satiated.
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Sheets Don’t Talk
Catharina Le
The room was dimly lit. The air smelled of cigarettes, but the pillows smelled of her
perfume. I watched her smoke while she was sitting on the other side of the bed. Her brown
hair
swaying against her naked back, her perfect features lower me to my place.
I just laid on the bed watching her, feeling empty. Could I possibly make something of this?
No.
She only sees me as a tool. A thing to satisfy her desires. I’m not disgusted to say that I feel the
same way. Why do I linger, why do I watch? Maybe she’s just too sexy not to. Or do I want
more? I always want more. Greed and lust linger and clutch to my hardened heart.
Tempted to trace her skin with my hardened fingertips, I perish at the thought of a happy
ending. This is only temporary, the smell of her perfume mixed with her cigarettes is only
temporary, she is only temporary. This false bliss, this sticky band aid, will soon be taken off.
Though, I don’t want to leave these sheets, this comforting smell. …. Shaking my head I got off
of the bed.
I felt and heard him get up as the bed creaked from old age. I puffed out the last bit of my
cigarette and used my bare skin to burn it out. The pain was a small shock traveling all over my
body, making me feel ecstatic. I heard him open the bathroom door and turn on the shower. He
wants me to leave.
I looked where he was laying, even placed my naked body over where he was. The smell
of his cologne was intense but in all pleasant. Turning my body to the side, I ponder what to
think of him. His toned body, his soft blonde hair, his smooth voice. Making my heart beat
faster
when I would feel his touch, but calming me down when I hear his low voice. I sat up thinking
this, this happening, this barely a relationship being impossible. He’s only using me, and I’m
using him. The perfect imperfect “relationship”.
Now is a great time to leave. To leave these sheets, to leave this smell, his smell...always
seemed to console me...
My hopefulness wishing she was still there, as my mind logically concludes that she left.
Before I could even gain the will to think of leaving, he opened the bathroom door.
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A Stolen Night
Alexis Sheets

There was never a sound besides the wood but one
And that was my long scythe whispering to the ground
There, where the trees flower, and springs flow, for there is nothing again
You become a self that fills the four corners of night
We rush into a rain that rattles double grass when the shapeless shadow covers the sun
For the thin moon will kindle herself ere long, then she will swing like a pendulum dial
The whole of wildness of night is for you
My soul has grown deep like the rivers
When the dead increase their invisible honey
The flesh that mirrors him must someday die
Tonight as he sleeps I will whisper into his mouth our names
And I will take with me the emptiness of my hands
Forgotten in the moon
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If I’m Bored Enough, I’ll Take Over The World
Katie Frame

Trigger Warning: extreme violence

Michael didn’t think he was a villain.
What really made a villain? Evil superpowers and a need to take over the world? If that was
it, then Michael definitely wasn’t a villain; he didn’t have enough motivation to take over the
world.
But Michael did have the motivation to hit that kid on the bus. And to throw a soda can at that
stray dog. And to scream at his sister until she cried. All of that wasn’t really about motivation,
though. He was just bored.
Maybe if I’m bored enough, Michael thought, I’ll take over the world.
But taking over the world was at least a couple of years away. He could take over this counseling center though; it would be totally easy. The only other person there was the old lady who
had checked him in and clicked her tongue distastefully when he’d told her his birthday. Sure
he was only 13, but he could totally overpower that old woman.
And there were only three therapists somewhere. All of them were female, or at least the names
on the sign were conventionally female names. But who was Michael to judge? There was a guy
in his class named Kelly. Michael had broken his nose two months ago; it had taken ages to get
the blood out from under his fingernails.
Michael focused himself. His leg was bouncing relentlessly, and the sound of his shoe squeaking against the linoleum floor drew the attention of the receptionist. She put a finger to her lips.
Michael envisioned ripping it off her hand.
Michael wanted a struggle, it wasn’t fun to hit someone if they weren’t going to hit back. Kelly
didn’t hit back, so the suspension he received as a result wasn’t even worth it. He’d hoped to at
least have a bruise to nurse in those few days he had off school.
He’d have to do things carefully if he wanted a fight. He would hesitate to kill the old lady, let
her scream a bit, then strangle the therapist that came running. He’d always wanted to strangle
something. He had planned on starting with the neighborhood cat, but why not go all the way?
It could be fun.
Michael looked at the old lady again. She was staring back at him, her face pinched in disgust.
Was he really the worst thing she had seen in this office? Was he that bad of a kid?
Maybe he’d strangle her, actually. She was a bit too bold with her dislike of him, and Michael
wanted her to be afraid. He wanted her to beg.
Why wait? Michael thought. It’s not like I have anything better to do.
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Michael shifted in his seat and stood up, taking quick strides across the room, and leaping
over the desk. The two tumbled to the ground, his hands wrapped around her wrinkled neck,
squashing any scream that rose. Her face flooded blue; her eyes bulged. Michael’s arms stung
as she dug her crusty fingernails into his flesh, trying to pry him off, to call for help“Michael?”
Michael took his head out of his hands. The old lady was smiling kindly at him. She held the
door to the offices open with one hand, and a mug in the other. Michael’s mind tilted, and he
found himself unsure of what
had just happened to him. He forced a smile and pretended like he wasn’t still picturing her
rosy cheeks turning blue beneath his grip, the blood pooling in her mouth. He swallowed the
vomit in his throat.
No, Michael didn’t think he was a villain. Not yet.
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Sarah
Abby Giardina
I saw Sarah on what was unknowingly the last day of her life. Our coworker Kenny had just
come to take the night shift and we sat outside on the concrete under the fluorescent lights
above the gas pumps. I bummed a cigarette while ACDC played, and Sarah wondered out
loud if she could sweet-talk Kenny into giving us free beer. I told her we were both 21, and she
responded that free beer is free beer. I laughed but didn’t answer. We’d both worked at the gas
station for three summers since we graduated high school. In school I knew Sarah in passing
but had never really taken the time to talk to her until we both ended up working second shift
at the Circle-K on hot July nights.
The Circle-K seemed like its own separate dimension where time moved slower and the
only way to pass it was to learn everything about each other. At first I was hesitant—Sarah
had gauges and tattoos while I almost passed out getting my ears double pierced. But after a
few weeks of late nights stocking shelves, moping the indefinitely sticky floors, and dodging
strange questions from strange old men buying chewing tobacco, we started to get to know
each other. We talked about how different our high school experiences were, I told her about
what life was like at college, she told me about heavy metal music and her boyfriend who
worked as a guitar teacher and how she was training to be a tattoo artist.
Sarah was the reason I started smoking cigarettes and I was the reason she started taking
classes at the local community college. We never saw each other outside of work, and I think
secretly we both knew that was for the best. During the school year when I was hours away in
a lecture hall, I would sometimes think about Sarah sitting behind the counter of that Circle-K,
wondering if she was happier than I was. Her Instagram was filled with videos of her boyfriend’s rock band, and her practicing tattooing. But during the summers it was as if we’d never
spent time apart, falling back into the same rhythm of banter and working as a pair to manage
the store.
That last night of her life Sarah finished her cigarette and crushed it on the asphalt underneath
her sneaker. She told me she was going to stay the night at her boyfriend’s house.
“See you tomorrow, loser!” She called over her shoulder.
The next day Sarah was two hours late for her shift when I started to get worried. Sarah wasn’t
the world’s most enthusiastic employee, but she respected the job. After making a few phone
calls, Kenny told me that Sarah had been killed in a car accident the night before.
Kenny let me take off work the day of her funeral, but I ended up not going. I was nervous,
afraid that it might feel disingenuous that I only ever spoke to her during our shitty minimum
wage job. I couldn’t face her mother that she hardly ever spoke about, her friends that taught
her how to skateboard, her boyfriend that she was on her way to see.
I kept working at the Circle-K, only now it seemed more soul-sucking than before. When my
third summer came to a close, I put in my two weeks. I told Kenny that I wanted to get a job
closer to campus next summer. I think he knew I was lying, but he said he understood anyway.
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What I Think About You Is
Luis Garcia
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On Depression & Our Fucked Up Mental Healthcare System
Aleema Garfinkel

Trigger Warning: Suicide attempt, depression

How dare you save my life? How dare you shove tubes, needles, and wires into me, taking my
finally free soul and trapping it back into my lifeless frame?
My life feels like drowning in slow-motion. Every piece of my identity is another weight,
pulling me further down. All while a million eyes watch me, expecting me to swim. Each pair
of eyes is an additional weight, suffocating me with their worry. Death sounds like the most
appealing thing that could happen to me— the only chance to breathe. & yet, even that, I don’t
get.
Not only that, but dying or expressing to anyone that I want to die is absolutely unacceptable.
Because God forbid I be sad! Not to mention the guilt I feel for being sad, because the state I
am in is so incredibly uncomfortable and inconvenient for not only myself, but for anyone that
my existence touches. God forbid I bring any attention to the waves that keep causing me and
countless others to drown. God forbid I bring attention to the fact that many of us were never
given boats, much less taught to swim.
How do I explain away my sadness to you when so much of it is ambiguous to myself? It extends so far beyond myself, with roots threaded into everything existence touches, every aspect
of humankind. The ocean is far too big for me to comprehend.
So instead, I have to use whatever is left of what little mental energy I have to put on a facade.
Be the passive puppet I was always meant to be! & God have I gotten so good at it! The revelation that we’re all just walking shitshows with masks on makes life feel all the more unappealing.
I’m tired of the “You look better!” and “There must be some part of you that wants to live.” It
is not revolutionary or mind-boggling for me to feel this way; rather, it is natural and expected.
I can’t fathom how anyone in my circumstance could be anything but. Look at what you have
handed my generation. POC. Women. The LGBTQ community.
Don’t stamp a diagnosis on me, hand me a prescription, and tell me I’m better. Spoiler alert: I’m
not. Having to take my happiness in pill form is the most fucking depressing thing I’ve ever
heard of. Don’t stick a security guard in front of me, criminalizing me for wanting to die. Don’t
cage me up for a week on a lifeboat and then drop me back into the world, expecting me to
float. You can teach me to swim but the sharks will always remain.
& don’t get me started on the “lifeboat” you have created. No psychiatric facility is equipped
with the tools to heal hurt so deeply embedded into our existence. Rather, we are stripped
of what few rights we had, handed another set of trauma, and kicked out as soon as we are
deemed to no longer be a “threat to ourselves or others.”
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I’m exhausted of the side effects, the Tridiuum self-assessments, the mantras, the meal plans,
the ambulances, the coloring pages, the breathing exercises, the counting while peeing, the
suicide hotlines, the cutting off my sweatpant strings, the Ensures, the scars, the waiting rooms,
the pain.
But despite all the pain, I defy the urge that every ounce of me aches to comply and succumb
to. Next to mountains of pain, an anthill of reasons to live must serve me. So I pull up my mask,
and let a bubble of dissociation encircle me. I cry in bathrooms and into pillows. I smile when
I’m smiled at and reply when I’m spoken to. I tell my therapist enough to not worry her or
enough to not cage me up. I turn in my assignments and I work overtime.
In this manner, I move through the motions— I try to swim. Are you happy now? Is this what
you want from me?
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Place of Inspiration
Adam Willis
I find myself, more or less, in this inconsequential position. Some
awfully fucking loathsome place where it feels like the pink lemonade color of the sunrise
never seems to taste as sweet as it used to. I’m driven by some
abstract dream of spectral visions that appear tactile in the cool breeze of fall
yet, at the same time, float away like the smoke of a campfire that was never lit. Sometimes I remember when we used to lay under the dry tassels of the white pines, passions climbing somewhere I hungered for, but you never even considered. My dedication then on was to
murder you. I wanted to drag your memory out of my skull and skin it alive, but that gets me nowhere, just deeper into the empty cavern that you promised to visit but never got
around to. Come by the pond, Mabel. There in it, I see a terrapin.
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Ryan Told Me
Adam Willis
I’m told by my friend
that he heard from a friend
that a friend that is no longer my friend
showed up in town again
after being gone for four years.
I assume they were dead,
like a distant memory
built up by a precarious brain
thrown into agony, but this still
makes me so anxious that
I can hardly breath,
let alone study for a precalculus final, so
in the moment,
I try to ignore this old friend,
and do fucking
SOH
CAH
TOA
without an internally suffering imagination,
but I am no lucky individual, and
I’m left to struggle with calculations
so unscientific that
no independent mind can solve,
or even begin to understand,
this unprecedented arrival.
I don’t like this old friend, and
I don’t like to talk about their
snow-colored face,
ginger hair in knots,
eyes like a
blessed, green ocean,
flower-scented
soft freckles, because
it throws me in nauseous spirals and
sends me back in time to
four years ago, when
the sky was fluffy cotton balls, and
hot wind smelled
the way September does, like
walnut fruit and dry grass and lawn clippings, and the
sun shimmered
gold in the river with
blue fluttering in the branches.
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Trigger Warning: self harm

But then I cut there again,
left where I was before, with a
river frozen,
pulpy leaves trapped in the ice,
air smelling the way it does when you’re sick and
can’t fucking feel anything, only
razor-sharp metal making raspberries
on your cream cheese skin, and there’s
nothing living, only
vultures feasting
on an adjacent street,
where the forests die,
abandons hope,
gets lost in the past,
not here or there,
but in the middle of the road,
eating a rabbit with its half-decomposed guts
shooting out, back leg in an odd angle
resembling a modern art
masterpiece.
I’ve gone there
to see this same scene,
trying to find some life where there is none, and
when I decide to walk away I
get that same gnawing sensation, like
something’s chewing my ribs,
eating my fucking organs,
and it gets me to go back
so I can relive it all over again, wondering
what I did wrong,
why they left me,
why they said they didn’t love me anymore,
why they decided,
after all this time,
to tell me that I wasn’t enough for them
after all.
“Yeah, fuck her.
I’m over it, anyways.”
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10 Things I Would Tell My Inner Child
Aleema Garfinkel
Navigating the World as a HSP Child of an Immigrant
1. Your “crocodile tears” are beautiful, reasonable, accurate reactions to your world. There is nothing
wrong with you when you feel things deeper than others; the world being able to touch your
soul gives you the capacity to facilitate so much healing. You do not need to “suck it up, buttercup.” You will grow up being able to be intuitive and empathize with so many others.
2. You shouldn’t have to fake stomach aches to feel loved. You are worthy of affirmation in your existence. You shouldn’t have had to call Mama crying of physical pain as a front for the emotional
pain you felt at nine-years-old. You shouldn’t have learned to fake sickness to receive the love
you yearned for from her.
3. There is nothing shameful about showing your skin. You shouldn’t have spent your nineteenth
birthday crying in the back of your roommate’s car, alone all night because you were too
distressed over your mom finding out your outfit revealed your shoulders to join the party.
You shouldn’t have ended up crying at Homecoming in response to being stared at for wearing
tights under your dress. You shouldn’t have had to spend pool parties ashamed and self-conscious because Mama got mad at you for packing a bathing suit that revealed your skin at tenyears-old. You were too young to realize and internalize that you were no more than an object
to be sexualized and that the only avoidance of that was taking away your freedom of dress. I
know how much it hurt for you to have a different standard of modesty set at home than the
one set in the society you grew up in. It was additionally wrong for you to be taught so young
the shame accompanied by having hair, both for being a woman, and for being brown (because
the white girls didn’t have hairy legs).
4. I’m sorry you were scared to use the restroom in kindergarten. I’m sorry the “upper-graders”
would pinch your cheeks and squeal, “look how cute!” when they saw you. You should never
be afraid of having your boundaries violated. Despite being as small and cute as you were,
it was inappropriate for so many to feel it appropriate to touch you or speak down to you as
a response. I’m sorry that this behavior from others carried on into your young adulthood.
I’m sorry that the pinched cheeks would only be the beginning of many events in which your
boundaries were violated.
5. You shouldn’t have had to learn to dissociate at such a young age to bear the yelling or have to check
in the mirror to make sure she hadn’t left visible marks. No matter how young you were or what
you did, you never deserved to be yelled at or hit. You never deserved to learn to quiet your
panic attacks, for fear of getting in more trouble. You are always deserving of being treated
respectfully: being spoken to calmly, being given trust to have independence, and never being
physically or emotionally abused. Don’t let this upbringing allow you to believe you are any
less worthy of these things.
6. You are not “mota.” Rather, you are and always have been underweight. I’m sorry you were
ever told otherwise. Being short does not mean you are less in need of sufficient nutrition.
Exercising less does not mean you are less in need of sufficient nutrition. Your belt fitting at one
hole larger than it did last week does not mean you are less in need of sufficient nutrition. Being
too anxious to eat does not mean you are less in need of sufficient nutrition. Not being able to
see your ribs or hip bones does not mean you are less in need of sufficient nutrition. Eating “too
much” yesterday or planning to go out later today does not mean you less in need of sufficient
nutrition now.
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7. You are not a sinner for liking her. You don’t need to spend the next seven years crying, praying
to God to change you or relieve you of this trial. Spoiler alert: it doesn’t work. You will spend
years scared to go to Pride or have queer friends in fear of holding hope of that for yourself.
You will try so hard to convince yourself and others that you are attracted to men, terrified of
what your reality would hold if that wasn’t true. But, Leem, there is nothing wrong with you.
You are naturally so full of love; why hate yourself so much over who you love? You will kill
yourself believing that your parents will hate you, when really you will kill them by hating
yourself. I can’t tell you if they will ever accept this part of you, or if you will ever even tell
them, but I can tell you that they love you and want you alive, however you are.
8. No amount of “A”s will be worth the insane pressure you put on yourself. I know that you learned
to seek validation through academic achievement (since that was the only time you would receive it). But one day, Mama’s voice punishing you for anything below perfection will become
your voice and it will drive you into the ground. Throw that voice away while you can because,
Leem, you are so much more than a high honor roll, SAT score, or college acceptance. You will
find yourself happiest attending your “safety school,” the one with the highest acceptance rate
on your list. You will learn to cater your education to what you are passionate about rather
than what will receive “Mashallah beta”s from aunties. You will always have an amazing work
ethic; allowing yourself down-time won’t take away from your accomplishment.
9. Take up space. It is okay for you to feel angry or resentful when you have been wronged. You
will waste years over the idea that you are meant to remain small, passive, and agreeable at the
cost of your own autonomy. You don’t need to stay insecure and approval-seeking; you have a
right to your own independent thought. Seize the space you deserve and get angry about what
moves you!
10. The world is not designed for you. That doesn’t mean you are any less worthy of taking up
space in it. But every aspect of who you are (queer, female, Muslim, biracial, HSP, petite,
daughter of an immigrant) will be frowned at. Don’t use this as reason to morph yourself into
trying to be like “everyone else.” Oh, Leem, the sooner you see how special and beautiful these
things make you, the sooner you will learn to find ways to navigate the world in a way that
suits you. Let yourself take a break when you feel overstimulated, even if someone else doesn’t
need one. Allow yourself to develop pride in aspects of your identity that the world disapproves of, because in a world where you will have very few allies, you need yourself as one.
You won’t believe me yet but you are not inherently flawed; rather, you are valid & worthy of love just as
you are. The world is not complete without you in it, Leem.
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